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Abstract
This paper presents a real-time multiclass vehicle detection and tracking system. The system uses a combination of machine learning and feature analysis to detect and track the vehicles on the road. Multiclass SVM and PCA methods are utilized to create multiclass training samples. The online classifiers are trained using these samples to achieve detection and classification of vehicles in video sequences of traffic scenes. The detection results provide the system used for tracking. Each class vehicle is tracked by SIFT method. The system combines the advantages of both multiclass detection and tracking in a single framework. Experimental results from highway scenes are provided which demonstrate the effectiveness of the method.
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1. Introduction
Video-based intelligent transportation systems (ITS) are getting large attention as an attractive field, not only because they are easy to install and operate, but also because they have the potential to provide a much richer description about vehicle. As the basic parts, detection and tracking of vehicle is a fundamental problem in ITS. For this task, we need to first detect the vehicle and segment them from the video images, and then track them across different frames while maintaining the correct identities.

Robust detection and tracking of vehicles on the road based on video is a challenging problem. Roads are dynamic environments, with the illumination and background changes. The sizes and the locations of vehicles on the road are diverse. There is high variability in the appearance of vehicles with viewpoint, illumination, and possible articulation. Moreover, partial occlusion of vehicles of interest by other vehicles or objects on the road is also an important factor influencing detection and tracking.

For the last two decades researchers have spend quality time to develop different methods that can be applied in the field of video-based vehicle detection and tracking [1-3].

In the following section, we will present a brief overview of recent related works in video vehicle detection and tracking.

Video vehicle detection is a process of detection the presence or absence of a vehicle in the sequences. The result of detection is used as initialization process for tracking. There are four main approaches to detect vehicle regions, they are:

1. Frame differencing method [4,5]: this method detects moving vehicle regions by subtracting two consecutive image frames in the image sequence. It works well in case of uniform illumination conditions, otherwise it creates non-vehicular region and also frame differencing method does not work well if the time interval between the frames being subtracted is too large.

2. Background subtraction method [6,7]: this method is one of the widely used methods to detect moving vehicle regions. It subtracts the generated background image from the input image frame to detect the moving vehicle regions. This difference image is then thresholded to extract the vehicle regions. The problem with the stored background frame is that they are not adaptive to the environment changes which may create non-existent vehicle regions and also works for stationary background.

3. Feature based method [8,9]: this method made use of sub-features to detect moving vehicle regions. These features are grouped by analyzing their motion between consecutive frames. Thus a group of features segments a moving vehicle from the background. The advantages of this method is that the problem of occlusion between the vehicle regions can be handled well, the feature based methods have less computational complexity compared to background subtraction method. But the disadvantage is that if the features are not grouped accurately, then there may be failure in detecting vehicles correctly.

4. Motion based method [10,11]: this method assumes that vehicles tends to move in a consistent direction over time and that foreground motion has different saliency. It is less sensitive to noise and very effecting on small moving objects, but the disadvantage is that calculation of motion information consumes time, and it can not be used to...
detect static obstacles which can represent a big threat to detection task.

After vehicle detection, ITS will carry out the task of vehicle tracking. Vehicle tracking is a process that generates the trajectory of the vehicle over time by locating its position in every frame of the video sequences. The existing tracking approaches may be classified into four major categories:

1. Region based method [12,13]: this method subtracts image frame containing vehicles from the background frame which is then further processed to obtain vehicle regions (blobs). Then these vehicle regions are tracked. It can work well in free flowing traffic conditions, but the disadvantage is that it has difficulty in handling shadows and occlusion.

2. Active contour based method [14,15]: this method represents vehicle by bounding contour of the object and dynamically update it during the tracking. The advantage of active contour tracking over region-based tracking is the reduced computational complexity. But the disadvantage of the method is their inability to accurately track the occluded vehicles and tracking need to be initialized on each vehicle separately to handle occlusion better.

3. Feature based method [16,17]: this method extracts suitable features from the vehicle regions and these features are processed to track the vehicles correctly. The method has low complexity and also can handle occlusions well. The disadvantage is the recognition rate of vehicles using tow-dimensional image features is low, and the problem that which set of sub features belong to one object is complex.

4. Model based method [18,19]: this method tracks vehicle by matching a projected model to the image data. The advantages of model based vehicle tracking is it is robust to interference between nearby images and also be applied to vehicle classification. But the method has high computational cost and they need detailed geometric object model to achieve high tracking accuracy.

Above approaches can effectively accomplish detection and tracking tasks. However, these approaches need more system computation and have certain application conditions. In order to reduce calculation time and to improve system efficiency, learning-based approaches have been adopted by many researchers to detect and track video vehicles efficiently.

Based on how the learning takes place over time, the learning-based approaches can be categorized as offline learning and online learning. Offline learning requires all the training data to be available from the beginning of learning process. These kind of approaches try to produce results which are consistent with all the collected data samples. On the other hand, online learning requires the training data to arrive sequentially over time and additionally. These kind of approaches provide the machine with the ability to learn continuously and adapt all the time to its inputs.


In offline learning methods, large amount of training samples could be required for obtaining a generic detector. The quality and quantity of the training samples directly determine the detection and tracking performance of the system. In order to resolve the problem, online learning methods have been an area of great recent interest in the vehicle detection and tracking. Nguyen et al [26] employed online boosting algorithm for car detection from high resolution aerial images. Chang and Cho [27] presented a real time vision based vehicle detection system using an online Adaboost algorithm. Sivaraman and Trivedi [28] proposed a general active-learning framework for on-road vehicle detection and tracking.

In real world, the vehicle type is various. Comparing the strategy that all vehicles are categorized as single class, multiclass vehicle detection and tracking have great practical significance and applicable value great practical importance. In this paper, a framework for video multiclass vehicles detection and tracking is introduced. The proposed framework has the following characteristics: (1)It has multiclass vehicles detection ability; (2)It can be update based on new training samples which come from video images to adapt new environment; (3)It can track vehicles accurately in real-time environment. The
The proposed framework in this paper has been validated with video vehicle sequences from real-world traffic scenes.

2. The proposed framework

2.1 Overall structure

Given an input of a video sequence taken from roadway vehicles, system first outputs the types and locations of the vehicles in the images, then a feature information description of the detected vehicles is obtained, and finally this description is used to match the detected vehicles in the next frame. The framework contains three main processes: vehicle classification, vehicle detection, and vehicle tracking. In the vehicle classification process, using offline learning to create multiclass classifier, once the created multiclass classifier recognizes a potential vehicle in an image, the system generates a train sample for a corresponding vehicle detector. The vehicle detectors were then trained by online learning based on these generated train samples. In the vehicle detection process, using the trained vehicle detectors to classify and locate vehicles from video sequence, while at the same time the vehicle detectors will continue to be trained to improve detection ability. In the vehicle tracking process, the tracker analyzes the feature information of the detected vehicles in the previous image frames and matches the feature information of the detected vehicles in the current image. If the matching result is accurate, the tracker outputs the label information for the detected vehicle. A general overview of the system framework can be seen in Fig. 1.

2.2 Vehicle classification

In order to achieve vehicle classification task, multiclass SVM is employed to our framework. The SVM has been introduced as one of the most efficient learning algorithms in computer vision. While many challenging classification problems are inherently multiclass, the original SVM is only able to solve binary classification problems. Due to significant appearance variation across different vehicles, a direct solution of vehicle classification using single SVM module should be avoided. The better method is to use a combination of several binary SVM classifiers to classify vehicles. The “one against one” and the “one against all” are the two most popular methods for multiclass SVM. Hsu and Lin [29] had compared the performance of the two methods with a large set of different problems. Experiments show that the “one against one” method may be more suitable for practical use.

To be useful, the task of vehicle classification should categorize vehicles into a sufficiently large number of classes. However as the number of class increases, the processing time required also increases. Therefore, a simple classification method is needed which can quickly categorize vehicles at a coarse level. Based on the application, further classification can be done. In the paper, we use the “one against one” method in the LibSVM [30] to learn Haar wavelet features for vehicle classification.

The one-against-one method constructs an SVM for every pair of classes by training it to discriminate the two classes. If \( k \) is the number of classes, then \( k(k-1)/2 \) classifiers are constructed and each one trains data from two classes. The decision function for class pair \( ij \) is defined by

\[
f_{ij}(x) = (\phi(x) \cdot w^i) + b^i
\]

It is found by solving the following optimization problem:

\[
\min \frac{1}{2} \|w^i\|^2 + C \sum_{i=1}^{k} \xi_i^i
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi(x_i) \cdot w^i + b^i & \geq 1 - \xi_i^i; & \xi_i^i & \geq 0, \quad \text{if } x_i \text{ in the } i\text{th class} \\
\phi(x_j) \cdot w^j + b^j & \leq \xi_j^j - 1; & \xi_j^j & \geq 0, \quad \text{if } x_j \text{ in the } j\text{th class}
\end{align*}
\]

Finally, the “max wins” voting strategy is used to determine the class of a test pattern in this approach. Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of vehicle classification.
2.3 Sample creation

Due to various complexities, the classification results using multiclass SVM may be inconsistent with the expected results. However, the classification results are very important for online learning, and its accuracy can directly affect the performance of the detection system. In order to eliminate these false results, we consider using eigenvehicle method to filter the classification results as post processing. Eigenvehicle method is based on the well-known method eigenface [31]. However as the method is used for vehicle detection we named it as eigenvehicle method. The main idea is to decompose vehicle images into a small set of characteristics feature images called eigenvehicle, which may be thought of as the principal components of the original images. The eigenvehicle function as the orthogonal basis vectors of a subspace called vehiclespace. For each class of vehicle, we prepare $M=50$ vehicle images as the train set. Each image in the train set is transformed into a vector of size $N$ and placed into the set:

$$ S = \{\Gamma_1, \Gamma_2, \Gamma_3, \ldots, \Gamma_M\} \quad (4) $$

The average matrix is calculated, then subtracted from the original samples and the result stored in the variable $\Phi$:

$$ \Psi = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \Gamma_i \quad (5) $$

$$ \Phi_i = \Gamma_i - \Psi \quad (6) $$

In the next step the covariance matrix $C$ is calculated according to

$$ C = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \Phi_i \Phi_i^T = AA^T \quad (7) $$

Calculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix:

$$ \lambda_k = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} (u_i^T \Phi_i)^2 \quad (8) $$

$$ u_i^T u_k = \begin{cases} 1 & l = k \\ 0 & otherwise \end{cases} \quad (9) $$

Finally, the eigenvehicle will be obtained

$$ L = A^T AL_{new} = \Phi_i^T \Phi_i \quad (10) $$

$$ u_l = \sum_{i=1}^{M} v_i \Phi_i \quad l = 1, \ldots, M \quad (11) $$

where $L$ is a $M \times M$ matrix, $v$ are $M$ eigenvectors of $L$.

While a new sample detected by multiclass SVM coming into, it is transformed into its eigenvehicle components. First we compare sample image with mean image of the same class and multiply their difference with each eigenvector of the $L$ matrix. Each value would represent a weight $\omega_l$ and would be saved on a vector.

$$ \omega_l = u_l^T (\Gamma - \Psi) \quad l = 1, \ldots, M \quad (12) $$

$$ \Omega_{new}^T = [\omega_1, \omega_2, \ldots, \omega_M] \quad (13) $$

Calculate the average Euclidean distance of between the new sample and all the eigenvehicle of the same class. If the value $D$ is below an established threshold $\theta$, the input sample is considered to belong to a vehicle image of the corresponding class.

$$ D = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \| \Omega_{new} - \Omega_i \| \quad (14) $$

2.4 Online learning

With video sequences as input, a series of training samples are collected by the system and then fed into the boosting learning algorithm. Boosting is one of the mostly applied methods in vehicle detection. Boosting for vehicle detection as described in the previous section most works offline. Hence, all training samples must be given in advance, which is not the case for vehicle detection in video environment.
Since for online learning each training sample is discarded directly after an update all steps have to be online. In this paper, we select Haar-like features as the weak classifier, and use Grabner et al’s [32] online boosting method creating vehicle detector. The main steps of online learning are briefly described below:

A selector $s_n(x)$ can be considered a set of $w$ weak classifiers $\{h_1(x), ..., h_w(x)\}$ that are related to a subset of features $F_n = \{f_1, ..., f_w(x)\}$, where $F$ is the full feature pool. At each time the selector $s_n(x)$ selects the best weak hypothesis according to the estimated training error.

To start the learning process a fixed set of selectors $s_1, ..., s_n$ is initialized randomly. Whenever a new training sample $(x, y)$ arrives the selectors are updated. These updates are performed with respect to the importance weight $\lambda$ of the current sample, which is initialized with $\lambda = 1$.

To update the selector $s_n$ first all weak classifiers $h_{n,m}(x)$ are estimated by evaluating the feature $f_{n,m}$ on the sample image $x$ and the corresponding errors:

$$e_{n,m} = \frac{\sum_{x}^{\text{wrong}}}{\sum_{x}^{\text{corr}} + \sum_{x}^{\text{wrong}}}$$

are computed. The weights $\lambda_{n,m}^{\text{corr}}$ and $\lambda_{n,m}^{\text{wrong}}$ are estimated from the correctly and wrongly classified examples seen so far. Then, the selector $s_n$ selects the weak classifier $h_{n,m}^+$ with the smallest error $e_n = e_{n,m}^+$, where $m^+ = \text{argmin}_m(e_{n,m})$:

$$s_n(x) = h_{n,m}^+(x)$$ (16)

According to the error $e_n$ the voting weight $\alpha_n$ and the importance weight $\lambda$ are updated:

$$\alpha_n = \frac{1}{2} \ln \left( \frac{1 - e_n}{e_n} \right)$$ (17)

$$\lambda = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\frac{1}{2(1 - e_n)} & \text{if } s_n(x) = y \\
\frac{1}{2e_n} & \text{otherwise}
\end{array} \right.$$ (18)

The importance weight $\lambda$ is passed to the next selector $s_{n+1}$. In order to increase the diversity of the classifier pool $F_n$, and to adapt to changes in the environment the worst weak classifier $h_{n,m}^-$, where $m^- = \text{argmax}_m(e_{n,m})$, is replaced by a classifier randomly chosen from the feature pool $F$. Finally, a strong classifier is computed by a linear combination of $N$ selectors:

$$H(x) = \text{sign} \left( \sum_{n=1}^{N} \alpha_n s_n(x) \right)$$ (19)

After all online classifiers are constructed, we will obtain $C$ different vehicle classifiers. When a new image entering, it will be analyzed use these classifiers based on the “max wins” voting strategy, so that achieve the task of vehicle detection and classification:

$$R = \max, \text{sign}(H_i(x)) \quad i = 1, ..., C$$ (20)

Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of online detection.

2.5 SIFT feature analysis

SIFT(Scale Invariant Feature Transform) is a well-established local feature descriptors, which was proposed in 1999 by Lowe [33]. Due to SIFT feature descriptor is invariant to uniform scaling, orientation, and partially invariant to affine distortion and illumination changes, it has been widely applied to object tracking and image matching. For multiclass vehicle tracking, we need a kind of feature which can describe different vehicles accurately, the SIFT feature is very suitable in the circumstance. The SIFT algorithm includes four steps: scale-space extremum detection, feature point localization, orientation assignment and generation of feature point descriptors. Main process is as follows:

Interest points for SIFT features correspond to local extrema of difference-of-Gaussian filters at different scales. Given a Gaussian-blurred image described as the formula

$$L(x, y, \sigma) = G(x, y, \sigma) \ast I(x, y)$$ (21)

where $L$ is the scale space of an 2D image, $I(x,y)$ is the gray value of input image in the coordinates $(x,y)$, $G(x, y, \sigma)$ is a variable scale Gaussian, whose result of convolving an image with a difference-of-Gaussian filter is given by

$$D(x, y, \sigma) = L(x, y, k\sigma) - L(x, y, \sigma)$$ (22)

which is just be different from the Gaussian-blurred images at scales $\sigma$ and $k\sigma$. Interest points are identified as local maxima or minima of the DoG images across scales. Each pixel in the DoG images is compared to its 8 neighbors at the same scale, plus the 9 corresponding neighbors at neighboring scales. If the pixel is a local maximum or minimum, it is selected as a candidate feature point. Remove the low contrast candidate points and eliminated the edge response, then use Hessian matrix to compute the principal curvatures and eliminate these feature points that have a ratio between the principal curvatures greater than the ratio.

Finally, an orientation histogram was formed from the gradient orientations of sample points within a 4×4 region with 8 orientations around the feature point in order to get an orientation assignment. So the descriptor of SIFT that was used is $4 \times 4 \times 8 = 128$ dimensions.
2.6 Feature matching and updating

For each vehicle detected from multiclass detection framework, extract SIFT feature and establish vehicle information database (VID). The VID consists of four parts: vehicle class, vehicle number, vehicle location (rectangle coordinates) and SIFT feature point descriptor (feature priority, feature point coordinate, orientation and scale), each vehicle detected from multiclass detection framework is tracked in a new video frame sequences by separately comparing its feature point with the same class vehicle from the VID. The Euclidean distance is introduced as a similarity measurement of feature characters.

Suppose \( N_i \) as the feature number of the current vehicle matching the \( i \)th vehicle of the VID, \( N \) as the total feature number of the current vehicle, the matching rate between the current vehicle and the \( i \)th vehicle of the VID can be defined as \( P_i = N_i/N \). Set the threshold \( T \) for the matching parameters. When \( P_i \) is greater than \( T \), the current vehicle is considered equivalent to matching the \( i \)th vehicle. Supposing that \( M_j \) is the number of the \( j \)th class vehicle of the VID, \( \{P_i | j=1, \ldots, M_j\} \) is the matching results of the current vehicle and all vehicles of the VID with the same class, and \( n \) is the number of elements in the set \( \{P_i | P_i > T, j=1, \ldots, M_j\} \). When \( n=1 \), the \( i \)th vehicle is matching with the \( j \)th vehicle of the VID with the same class; when \( n>1 \), we select \( \max(p_i) \) as the matching result.

The VID stores the data of vehicle which appears in the recent video sequences. It needs to be updated after one frame, input the current vehicle data and delete the data of the long term unmatched vehicle. We set a feature priority for each feature point of the VID in the vehicle information update process.

Suppose \( R_{ij} \) as the feature priority of the \( j \)th feature point of the \( i \)th vehicle, the specific update process is as following:

1. Add new vehicle: if the current vehicle is not matching all the vehicle of VID with the same class, this vehicle will be considered as a new vehicle, add its information into the VID, and set its feature priority of all feature points \( R=R_{max} \).

2. Update feature priority: if the current vehicle matches the \( i \)th vehicle of the VID, the information of the \( i \)th vehicle will be update, set the feature priority of these matching feature points \( R_{ij}=R_{max} \), and use new coordinate of these matching feature points to replace original coordinate. In addition, the feature priority of unmatched feature points between the current vehicle and the \( i \)th vehicle is replaced with \( R_{ij} = R_{ij} - 1 \), the new feature points of unmatched feature is added into the VID. After all matches of the current frame are finished, if there are no matching vehicles to be found from the VID, all the feature priority of these vehicles will be replace with \( R_{ij} = R_{ij} - 1 \). When a frame image is completely processed, the feature point whose feature priority is equal to zero will be removed from the VID.

3. Delete vehicle: When a frame image is completely processed, the vehicle whose feature priority of feature point meets the following condition will be deleted from the VID.

\[
R_1 + R_2 + \ldots + R_{all} < \theta
\]

Fig. 4 shows the flowchart of vehicle tracking.

![Fig. 4 Flowchart of vehicle tracking.](image)

3. Experiment

We consider the samples from a profile viewpoint for vehicles, and all video sequences which are achieved a frame rate of about 20 fps were generated by shooting around Chuxiong city under highways conditions. All our experiments shown below on a standard PC (Intel Core2 Duo E7500 2.93GHz with 2 GB RAM). The strong classifier consists of 50 selectors and the shared feature pool provides 250 weak classifiers. Set the threshold \( \theta=0.2 \), the number of class \( C=4 \) (motorcycle, bus, truck, and car).
In the training phrase, the data set is the image segmentation data, where each class is a vehicle type collected from a 32×16 region of a vehicle image. The training set consists of 500 samples per class. Some training images are shown in Fig. 5. In the test phrase, the data set is the video sequences, which consists of more than 1 hour of RGB video taken on city highways during the day. The test is divided into two parts, namely the detection test and the tracking test.

In the detection test, if the classifiers obtain detection result which gives the desired location and classification, the result will be considered to include in the detection rate; if all the classifiers do not obtain detection results or the detection results give the incorrect classification, the detection result will be considered to include in the error rate. The online training result as shown in Fig. 6, the result indicates that, with the increasing of sample size, detection rate increases continuously and finally, it fluctuates smoothly in some ranges. We use the classifier with half hour of training as the final vehicle classifier.

In order to evaluate performance of the proposed method, we make a comparison of detection rate and error rate with and offline boosting classifiers. Establish a classifier for each vehicle class using 1200 positive samples and 1500 negative samples, and use the same dataset to test two methods. The experimental results are shown in Table 1. It clearly shows that our method performs better than the other method. More significantly, we create online multiclass classifiers which are suitable for video sequence with small training samples. Some detection results in the video sequences are shown in Fig. 7.

In the tracking test, if the classifiers obtain detection result which gives the desired location and identifier, the result will be considered as the correct tracking in current frame, otherwise the result will be considered as the incorrect tracking in current frame. Since there are no suitable methods to compare the multiclass tracking effect, we just test our method on test data. Table 2 shows the tracking results for our method.

Our research also shows the performance of matching algorithm when the parameters $R_{\max}$ takes different values. The experimental results as shown in Fig. 8. It shows that while the SIFT features of vehicle were progressively increased with the vehicle packs with the target area between the first and ten frames. Between the ten and twenty frames, the matching algorithm achieves stability while the vehicle appears utterly. A proper value for the parameter $R_{\max}$ depends on the scene being modeled. In case of a simple scene, a small value for $R_{\max}$ is sufficient.
For complex scenes, more feature information is needed to match the vehicles. The proximity value $R_{\text{max}}$ for feature matching is easy to find by experimenting with different values. Values between 4 and 5 gave good results for all of our test sequences. It should be noticed that the bigger the value of $R_{\text{max}}$, the slower the processing, and the greater the memory requirements.

Table 1: Comparison of detection results of two methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Offline boosting</th>
<th>Offline boosting</th>
<th>Proposed method</th>
<th>Proposed method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>detection rate</td>
<td>error rate</td>
<td>detection rate</td>
<td>error rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorcycle</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Tracking results on video sequences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Tracked number</th>
<th>Vehicles not tracked</th>
<th>Average number of frames during tracking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motorcycle</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusion

We have proposed a real-time vision framework that detects and tracks multiclass vehicles in video sequences. The method by learning a small number of labeled offline samples and a large number of unlabeled online samples to establish the vehicle classifier, and by analyzing the SIFT samples and a large number of unlabeled online samples to detect and track multiclass vehicles in video sequences. We have proposed a real-time vision framework that detects and tracks multiclass vehicles in video sequences. The framework is able to run in real time with simple, low-cost hardware. Our experimental results demonstrate effective, multiclass vehicle detection and tracking in real traffic environments by applying the proposed framework. If new classes of vehicles or unfamiliar environments are encountered, the proposed framework can adapt itself to the changes and detect vehicles successfully.
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